Live Wedding Illustration
www.drawnonyourday.com

Drawn in the moment ... Drawn on your day
“We love them more than any photos!”
– Claire C
Drawn On Your Day creates an artistic recollection of your wedding day through a series
of live-sketches, made-on-the spot while the vows, dancing, toasting and all the magic of
your day are happening.
From “I do,” to the last dance, and everything in between, your wedding day is instantly
transformed into a collection of beautiful ink and watercolor illustrations that are yours
to keep for your happily ever after.

“Both my husband and I teared
up when we went through our
drawings for the first time.
How many people have original
pieces of art of their loved ones
on their wedding day?
– Diana M

Sarah can work with you to create:
Live Wedding
Illustrations
Custom Packages
Illustrated Wedding
Albums
Wedding Stationery Art

You won’t find this service anywhere else.
This unique offering is the dream of founder, artist and author, Sarah Nisbett.
Sarah brings her elegant and "momentalist" style to create candid illustrations and
portraits that tell the story of your love and your celebration, making once-in-a-lifetime
artistic memories of otherwise ephemeral moments.
Guests will be intrigued and entertained by watching an artist at work. Hand-made
sketches will be displayed as she works so that guests can see your event being
transformed into works of art as it happens.

Sarah is an internationally
exhibited illustrator & the
author of “Drawn On The
Way: A Guide to Capturing
the Moment Through Live
Sketching.”

Other services and products include:
Destination weddings
Guest portrait stations – the perfect
a mix of art and entertainment
Bridesmaid and Groomsman Gifts
Parent's Gifts
Wedding portraits

For rates and package info, or to schedule a consultation: hi@drawnonyourday.com
Or please visit: www.drawnonyourday.com

“In a list of endless people hired
for our wedding, Sarah was by
far the best choice we made.”
– Greg E

Sarah Nisbett is the founder of Drawn On Your Day and is an internationally
exhibited illustrator and the author of Drawn On The Way: A Guide to
Capturing the Moment Through Live Sketching.
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